MAF Netherland Visiting Peace Village, Kuron

MAF has landed in Kuron; one Caravan bringing a MAF-delegation, + one chartered MAF plane for
Peace Village; a 4-seater.

The National MAF Office (Mission Aviation Fellowship) in The Netherlands brought a
delegation to Africa. The delegation consisted of representatives from MAF-supporting
companies; MAF Business Club, headed by MAF staff. The objective of the mission was to
give supporters an opportunity to experience the working environment of MAF, and have a
deeper understanding of the value of its contribution.
By Per Nordmark
The delegation flew from Juba in the morning of 1st November 2017, joined by Bishop Paride Taban,
who welcomed the delegation as they landed at Kuron airstrip.
The delegation visited, and was
presented to the main programs of
Holy Trinity Peace Village by
Director Lam Cosmas, and by the
heads of programs, including:
•
•
•
•

Vocational Training Centre
Fr Mathew Clinic
St Thomas Primary School
The premises for the planned
Peace Academy.

The delegation with some staff
outside Fr Haumann Clinic

Dr Thomas welcome the
delegation to the clinic,
presenting the staff and
making a brief presentation
of the clinic and the
services provided to the
people in the area, covering
for around 50 000 people.

When arriving at Peace Village headquarter Bishop Paride Taban and the delegation was welcomed
by a women group, dancing and singing for them.

As the last post in the program for the 5 hours visit, the visitors were served a nice lunch at Kuron
Guesthouse. Bishop Emeritus Paride Taban addressed the delegation and gave a brief orientation of
Peace Village, as he also blessed the food.

Before the departure to
the airstrip, the head of
delegation from MAF
office Netherland; Joost,
thanked Peace Village
and the Bishop for
receiving them.
Joost also informed that
the group donated to
Peace Village one MAFflight from Juba to
Kuron, at a time when it
was a need for Peace
Village!
Lunch at Peace Village Guesthouse, Kuron

